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Taking Ambitious Climate Action
Decarbonising inland transport by 2050
The revised ToR adopted by the ITC at its 84th session

WP.6 revised its ToR at its 72nd session, in line with ITC Strategy 2030

At its 85th session, ITC encouraged WPs to review and align their ToR and RoP to those of ITC

Decided to proceed with review of mandates of WPs in 2023

WP.6 submitted its review of mandate to ITC secretariat

ITC adopted WP.6’s updated ToR and new RoP

ITC: Inland Transport Committee
RoP: Rules of Procedure
ToR: Terms of Reference
**Review of Mandate**

**ITC Strategy pillars**

**A**
UN Platform for regional and global inland transport conventions
Collect, compile and disseminate land transport statistics that highlight the impact of existing ECE legal instruments

**B**
UN Platform for supporting new technologies and innovations in inland transport
Collaborate closely with other subsidiary bodies of ITC and other UNECE body on matters of common interest

**C**
UN Platform for regional, interregional and global inland transport policy dialogues
Develop methodologies for harmonization of land transport statistics to improve international comparability
Develop, maintain and improve the online UNECE Transport Statistics Database
Contribute to coordination of transport statistical activities of international organizations
Provide forum for exchange of experiences and provide guidance on addressing statistical challenges
Contribute to development of transport-related SDG indicators, and explore its interlinkages with other sustainable development areas
Become a central hub for transport statistics

**D**
UN Platform for promoting sustainable regional and interregional inland transport connectivity and mobility
Promote and provide technical cooperation and capacity-building in transport statistics

**WP.6 activities**

Collaborate closely with other subsidiary bodies of ITC and other UNECE body on matters of common interest

Provide forum for exchange of experiences and provide guidance on addressing statistical challenges

Contribute to development of transport-related SDG indicators, and explore its interlinkages with other sustainable development areas

Become a central hub for transport statistics
Results Achieved
List of decisions of ITC 86th session
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- **Adopted** the updated Terms of Reference and Rules of Procedure for the Working Party

- **Considered and approved** the recommendations to Governments related to 2025 E-Road Traffic Census (ECE/TRANS/WP.6/2023/2) and E-Rail Traffic Census (ECE/TRANS/WP.6/2023/4), and **invited** member States to provide the necessary data

- **Welcomed** the exploration of collecting EV charging infrastructure data through the Common Questionnaire

- **Welcomed** the work of WP.6 to support ITC in its monitoring of transport-related SDGs, its development of additional indicators for this purpose and its creation of a dedicated microsite to facilitate knowledge sharing in the ECE region
Thank you!
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